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4 ABSTRACT: Divalent cations have a strong impact on the properties of phospholipid
5 membranes, where amyloid-β peptides exert effects related to possible functional or
6 pathological roles. In this work, we use an atomistic computational model of dimyristoyl-
7 phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membrane bilayers. We perturb this model with a simple
8 model of divalent cations (Mg2+) and with a single amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide of 42 residues,
9 both with and without a single Cu2+ ion bound to the N-terminus. In agreement with the
10 experimental results reported in the literature, the model confirms that divalent cations locally
11 destabilize the DMPC membrane bilayer and, for the first time, that the monomeric form of
12 Aβ helps in avoiding the interactions between divalent cations and DMPC, preventing significant effects on the DMPC bilayer
13 properties. These results are discussed in the frame of a protective role of the diluted Aβ peptide floating around phospholipid
14 membranes.

15 ■ INTRODUCTION
16 Alzheimer’s disease is a degenerative disease, with one
17 histological hallmark being extracellular deposits in the central
18 nervous system.1 These deposits are made of amyloid peptides
19 originated by the amyloid precursor protein (APP), a trans-
20 membrane protein with a multimodal function.2 Amyloid-β
21 (Aβ) peptides are produced with proteolysis of APP at the
22 membrane interface, by the enzymes β and γ-secretases. The γ
23 cleavage, which produces most of the neurotoxic peptides
24 (39−42 residues), occurs deeper in the membrane bilayer
25 compared to the β cleavage.3 The production of these toxic
26 peptides at the membrane interface can have many important
27 implications,4 even before peptide aggregation could occur and
28 when oligomers are more abundant than protofibrils:5,6 (i) the
29 toxic pathway can be influenced by interactions between
30 peptides and of peptides with the membrane; (ii) the peptide,
31 depending on its concentration, can destabilize the membrane,
32 contributing to cell instability and neuron death (apoptosis).
33 Both these effects are eventually exerted in a complex frame,
34 with many molecules present: APP N-terminus (before the
35 cleavage); peptides in monomeric, oligomeric, and prefibrillar
36 assemblies; other cofactors like metal ions. Thus, even at the
37 monomer level, the interactions between amyloid peptides and
38 biological membranes are still poorly understood.7 More
39 complete models are required to contribute to recent views of
40 APP and Aβ, where Aβ aggregation is interpreted as a loss of
41 functional Aβ monomers.8

42 Molecular simulations, particularly molecular dynamics
43 (MD), became a standard tool of computational biology to
44 study molecular interactions in such complex frames.9 Despite
45 the large number of simulation studies involving Aβ
46 monomers,10,11 oligomers,12,13 and fibril-like assemblies,14−18

47 with all species in contact with membrane models, the role of

48cofactors abundant in the environment of neurons have seldom
49been taken into account.19 Among these cofactors, divalent
50ions, and especially copper, are relevant for a correct
51physiology of the synapse.20 Some of the known facts are
52summarized below.

531. Copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) are particularly abundant in
54the synaptic region. While physiological Cu(II) concen-
55tration released within the synaptic cleft during synaptic
56vesicle release is 15 μM, it achieves 300 μM
57concentration upon neuronal depolarization.21,22 The
58hypothesis of copper buffering activity of membrane
59proteins was proposed for prion (see ref 22 and
60references therein) and APP (ref 23 and references
61therein). These concentrations are many orders of
62magnitude larger than that inside the cell, where Cu, for
63instance, is present in negligible amount as an ion
64available to interactions.24,25 The addressing of APP as a
65copper mediator has been discovered26 and lately
66associated to many neurodegenerative disorders.20,27,28

672. Divalent cations change membrane structure, transport
68properties,29−31 and reactivity,32 thus possibly promot-
69ing protein aggregates resembling ion channels and
70membrane pores.33,34

713. Cu ions in contact with Aβ peptides form catalysts for
72the production of reactive oxygen species, activating
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73 dioxygen molecules,35,36 and promoting oxidative
74 pathways.37−40

75 Because of these important issues, the modeling of
76 interactions of divalent cations with lipid charged and
77 zwitterionic membranes is becoming a challenge.41−43 Indeed,
78 recent polarizable models explain the experimentally observed
79 strong interactions between Ca2+ and phosphate groups in
80 POPC bilayers.43

81 In this work, we compare, for the first time, models of free
82 and peptide-bound divalent cations in interaction with
83 dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers, with spe-
84 cial emphasis on oxidized copper. Polarizable models of
85 interactions between divalent cations and biological macro-
86 molecules are still experimental.43 Even for nucleic acids, the
87 contribution of Mg2+ to the stability of tertiary RNA folding is
88 intricate.44 Overall, it is not trivial starting from an unbound
89 condition to sample bound conditions that are observed
90 experimentally. Copper binding is known to be fluxional and
91 strongly dependent on the environment.45,46 Therefore, we
92 separately applied two modeling techniques: (i) a naive
93 nonbonded model of Mg2+ that has been used to model the
94 free energy change for the exchange reaction between the
95 water solution and a protein,47 and for neutralizing RNA
96 phosphate groups;48 (ii) a bonded model of Cu2+ that has been
97 applied to describe a well-documented binding site for Cu−
98 Aβ(1−42) observed in experiments49−51 and extensively
99 modeled by MD simulations.36,52

100 The models describe interactions between, respectively,
101 Mg2+ aqua-ions, Aβ(1−42), and Cu(II)−Aβ(1−42) mono-
102 mers with DMPC bilayers, the latter being a well-studied
103 molecular model of the biological membrane. The simple
104 model used for the Mg divalent aqua-ion47,48 can depict a first
105 approximation of the effects of Cu2+ ions that have the size
106 similar to Mg2+ when not bound to proteins. These effects
107 mimic those of oxidized Cu on the membrane structure when
108 Cu is released around a phospholipid membrane.
109 The model, investigated by means of multiple conventional
110 MD simulations (CMD, hereafter) and replica exchange MD
111 (REMD), is limited to Aβ monomers and to exogenous
112 addition of Aβ to the lipid membrane rather than to peptide
113 incorporation into the membrane during its assembly (see the
114 Methods section). This assumption is representative of the
115 functional conditions of Aβ close to a phospholipid membrane.
116 Also, in vitro experiments about Aβ−DMPC interactions
117 mediated by divalent cations have been performed mimicking
118 exogenous addition.53,54

119 Finally, the role of divalent cations in cell signaling is more
120 general than in synapse.55 Therefore, it is of utmost importance
121 to understand interactions of divalent cations with the neuron
122 membrane in the presence of modulating ions’ ligands.

123■ METHODS

124A summary of the simulations performed in this work is
125 t1reported in Table 1.
126Setup of MD Simulations. The amyloid-β peptide of 42
127residues [Aβ(1−42)], with and without a single bound copper
128ion in the +2 oxidation state (Cu2+), was simulated with
129constant temperature CMD and with REMD methods, in
130order to sample the configurational space under in vitro studies
131and physiologically relevant temperatures of, respectively, 303
132and 311 K (30 and 38 °C, respectively). The peptide and the
133ions were put in contact with a bilayer composed of 1,2-
134dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (abbreviated as
135DMPC hereafter) lipid molecules.
136The sequence of Aβ(1−42) is

DAEFRHDSGY EVHHQKLVFF AEDVGSDKGA

IIGLMVGGVV IA
10 20 30

40

137with amino acids indicated with the one-letter code. We used
138the Amber16 package,56 with the FF14SB57 force-field for the
139peptide and monovalent ions (KCl), the TIP3P water model58

140for the explicit water solvent, and LIPID1459 for the DMPC
141molecules. AMBER FF14SB force-field is an improved version
142of FF99SB60 used in our previous simulations.52,61 Older
143CHARMM force-fields tend to provide better results for Aβ
144peptide than old AMBER force-fields.62,63 Also, OPLS-AA has
145been combined with Cu-binding and Aβ oligomers.64,65

146Nevertheless, recent force-fields, especially AMBER FF14SB
147and CHARMM36m, provide good agreement with exper-
148imental data for Aβ.66,67 Moreover, AMBER FF14SB is fully
149consistent with LIPID14 force-field,59 which is expected to
150provide optimal accuracy for both lipids and peptide in the
151simulations that include both species. In conclusion, the
152AMBER FF14SB is a good compromise to describe peptide,
153lipids, water, and divalent cations in a unified manner. The use
154of more recent force-fields for intrinsically disordered proteins,
155like Aβ peptides, will be pursued in the future, after a detailed
156comparison between experiments and simulations in general-
157ized ensembles will be reported in the context of amyloid
158peptides.
159We assumed the physiological (pH ≈ 7) protonation state
160for amino acid side chains and free termini. Thus, the charge of
161Aβ(1−42) is −3 (the N-terminus is protonated and the C-
162terminus is deprotonated). The parameters for copper and
163copper-bound amino acids were the same as those used in our
164previous MD and REMD simulations.52,61 Cu is bound to N
165and O of Asp 1, Nδ of His 6, and Nϵ of His 13, the latter
166protonated at Nδ. His 14 is neutral and protonated in Nϵ, like
167His 6.

Table 1. Summary of Simulations Analyzed in This Worka

simulation composition
number of

replicas/trajectories
equilibration time

(ns)
analysis time

(ns)

DMPC CMD 2 × 77 DMPC H2O + 37 K + 37 Cl + 13,511 H2O 4 200 200
Mg/DMPC CMD 2 × 77 DMPC + Mg + 35 K + 37 Cl + 13,510 H2O 3 200 200
Aβ/DMPC REMD Aβ + 2 × 77 DMPC + 39K + 36 Cl + 13,511 H2O 56 200 200
Cu−Aβ/DMPC REMD Cu−Aβ + 2 × 77 DMPC + 38 K + 36 Cl + 13,511 H2O 56 200 200
Aβ/DMPC CMD Aβ + 2 × 77 DMPC + 39K + 36 Cl + 13,511 H2O 10 500 500
Cu−Aβ/DMPC CMD Cu−Aβ + 2 × 77 DMPC + 38 K + 36 Cl + 13,511 H2O 10 500 500
aAbbreviations: CMDconventional MD; REMDreplica exchange MD; DMPCdimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine; AβAβ(1−42) peptide,
charge −3; Cu−AβCu−Aβ(1−42) complex, charge −2. Reported times are per each replica. See the Methods section for details.
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168 Bond distances and angles involving Cu contribute to
169 harmonic energy terms, with stretching constants, bending
170 constants, and equilibrium values set as fitting parameters of
171 quantum-mechanics calculations at the density-functional level
172 of approximation for truncated models (see Methods shown in
173 ref 52). All the dihedral angles, where Cu has index 2 or 3, do
174 not contribute to the potential energy, while those with Cu
175 with index 1 or 4 are obtained by the AMBER99SB force-field
176 where heavy atoms have the same dihedral indices of Cu. Point
177 charges are derived from the restrained electrostatic potential
178 method,68,69 where the electrostatic potential mapped onto the
179 solvent-accessible surface was obtained at the density-func-
180 tional level of truncated models (see ref 52 for details). Excess
181 of net charge, obtained by merging point charges of truncated
182 models into AMBER FF14SB amino acids, was distributed to
183 Cβ and Hβ of Asp 1, His 6, and His 13 when these residues are
184 bound to Cu2+. Lennard-Jones parameters for Cu are reported
185 in the literature.70 The Cu2+ coordination geometry in this
186 empirical force-field is approximately square-planar, with the
187 fifth axial coordination always available to electrostatic
188 interactions, as shown in previous simulations performed
189 with the same force-field.36 The root-mean-square deviation
190 (rmsd) between configurations obtained with this empirical
191 force-field and minimal-energy configurations obtained includ-
192 ing explicit electrons (like in density-functional theory applied
193 to truncated models) is small.
194 As for the free divalent cation, we used the so-called
195 “dummy” cation model for Mg2+.47 This model has been used
196 together with AMBER99SB phosphate groups,48 where it
197 showed reasonable electrostatic properties. Even though this
198 model is a very crude approximation of divalent cations, it is far
199 more reliable than a single site with point charge +2. A
200 comparison between the affinity of divalent and monovalent
201 cations for the DMPC membrane has been performed by
202 umbrella sampling estimates of free energy differences (see the
203 Supporting Information).
204 An initial lattice model of the DMPC bilayer was built, using
205 77 DMPC molecules per layer, with an approximate area per
206 molecule of 62 Å2. An orthorhombic simulation cell was built,
207 with the cell side along zeta, the latter direction normal to the
208 DMPC layer, initially set to 70 Å. The space between the
209 periodic images of the bilayer was filled with 13,511 water
210 molecules, initially at the density of 1 g/cm3, according to the
211 TIP3P model of bulk water at room conditions. KCl was added
212 in the same space, according to an approximate bulk
213 concentration of 0.1 M. Ions were added randomly replacing
214 water molecules in the initial configuration. The number of Cl−

215 anions was adapted to the change of net charge because of
216 addition of the peptide (see below). The net charge of the
217 simulation cell was always zero.
218 Initial configurations of amyloid-β monomer, without
219 copper (charge −3) and with copper (charge −2, because of
220 N-terminus deprotonation), were inserted in the space filled by
221 the water molecules. The same was done for the single divalent
222 cation. The space occupied by water on each side of the bilayer
223 is, initially, 70 Å along the x and y direction, and 140−34 Å
224 along the z direction, being the initial thickness of the bilayer
225 approximately 34 Å. The bulk concentration of the divalent
226 cation in this cell is, therefore, 3.2 mM, thus being in the range
227 of the bulk concentration used for Ca, Mg, Zn, and Cu in vitro
228 experiments. With a few exceptions, in vitro experiments use
229 concentrations, both of peptide and divalent ions, about 2
230 orders of magnitude larger than in vivo in the synaptic cleft of

231CNS neurons (in the order of ∼10 μM, physiologically, and
232100 μM upon neuronal depolarization, see the Introduction
233section).
234To remove eventual atomic overlaps produced by each
235initial configuration setup, we performed 25,000 steps of
236steepest decent energy minimization, followed by other 25,000
237steps of conjugate gradient energy minimization.
238The initial coordinates for the CMD and REMD simulations
239are included as the Supporting Information in the protein data
240bank (PDB) file format (the first configuration) and as the
241compressed (Bzip2) XYZ format.
242MD Simulation Protocol.We simulated CMD trajectories
243in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) statistical ensemble, at the
244constant temperature T of 303 and 311 K and at the pressure P
245of 1 atm. Temperature was controlled by a Langevin
246thermostat71 with a collision frequency of 2 ps−1. Pressure
247was controlled by a stochastic barostat, with a relaxation time
248of 100 fs. The SHAKE algorithm72 was applied to constrain
249bonds involving hydrogen atoms. A cut-off of 10 Å was applied
250for nonbonded interactions and the particle mesh Ewald
251algorithm73 was used to compute long-range Coulomb and van
252der Waals interactions. The simulation time-step was 2 fs.
253In order to increase the sampling, we collected several
254trajectories for each system, starting from different initial
255conditions. As for DMPC and Cu/DMPC systems, only initial
256velocities were changed, while for the other systems, the
257positions of ions and peptide atoms were also changed. The
258composition of each system and some parameters related to
259sampling is reported in Table 1.
260Replica-Exchange MD Simulation. The REMD simu-
261lation was carried out with 56 replicas (or trajectories)
262corresponding to 56 temperatures ranging from 273 to 500 K.
263The configuration with minimal energy was distributed among
26456 replicas, and each replica was equilibrated in 200,000 steps
265at the temperature chosen in the temperature distribution.
266After equilibration, the REMD simulation started, for a total
267time, for each replica, of 400 ns. The exchange of temperature
268between pair of replicas was attempted every 500 steps of
269simulation. The REMD simulation is used here mainly to
270capture the statistical contribution of extended peptide
271configurations and partially disordered layers, configurations
272that are rarely sampled at temperatures in the range where the
273force-field is accurate. The acceptance rate of REMD
274simulations was, on average, 20 and 21% for, respectively,
275Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42).
276The behavior of lipid order parameters as a function of
277temperature (data not shown here) shows that the DMPC
278bilayer is, at the temperature closest to that of the human body
279(37 °C, 310 K), in the liquid crystalline phase. The
280configuration sampling the temperature of 311 K are,
281therefore, analyzed in detail in the following.
282To avoid possible bias due to the choice of initial
283configurations, we used the second half (500 ns) of each
284simulation for analysis (see Table 1). In REMD, we used
285equilibration and sampling times (200 ns) shorter than those
286used in CMD because of the faster convergence of REMD
287compared to CMD. The choice of these sampling times is
288dictated by the time evolution of structural properties. See for
289instance rmsd in the Supporting Information and the distance
290along the z axis between the bilayer center and the closest
291atom of the peptide (see Figure 5 and comments in the
292“Results” section).
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293 Analysis. Structural Properties. rmsd and radius of
294 gyration (Rg) were calculated for all Aβ(1−42) atoms using
295 the initial Aβ(1−42) structure as a reference for the rmsd
296 measurement. The secondary structure of Aβ(1−42) was
297 analyzed using DSSP software included in the cpptraj tool,56 a
298 part of AmberTools package. Three regular types of the
299 secondary structure were distinguished in the analysis: helices
300 (α, 3−10, and π), β-sheets (parallel and antiparallel), and
301 turns, while the residues in other conformations were treated
302 as unstructured (coil). The solvent-accessible surface area was
303 calculated for Aβ(1−42) and lipids using linear combinations
304 of terms composed from the pairwise overlaps method,74

305 implemented in cpptraj.
306 The radial distribution function (RDF) measures the
307 probability to have the distance between two sites within a
308 given distance range, N(r). As usual for liquids and polymers,
309 this quantity is then divided for the same probability for the
310 ideal gas with the same uniform density of sites, Nid(r): g(r) =
311 N(r)/Nid(r). The function g(r) approaches the limit g(r) = 1
312 when r→∞, that is, when the two sites in the pair become not
313 correlated.
314 The bilayer thickness is defined as the distance between the
315 two planes formed by phosphor atoms belonging to each layer.
316 The roughness of a layer is defined as the standard deviation of
317 z coordinates of phosphor atoms within each layer.
318 The number of contacts is defined as the count of the usual
319 distance-based step-like variable
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= >

= | − | −
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S r

S r

r dr r

CN

1 if 0

0 if 0

i j
i j

i j i j

i j i j
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,

, ,

, ,

, 0320 (1)

321 with i and j running over different sets of atom pairs, each term
322 of the pair contained in a different portion of the system. When
323 the two sets of atoms identify, respectively, atoms belonging to
324 positively charged groups (Nζ in Lys and Nη in Arg) and
325 negatively charged groups (Cγ in Asp and Cδ in Glu), we
326 address the contact as an intramolecular salt bridge (SB). The
327 number of such contacts is indicated as SB, and the d0
328 parameter is chosen as 4 Å. As for generic inter-residue
329 contacts, we measured the distance between the centers of
330 mass of side chains in the two involved residues. In this case, d0
331 is chosen as 6.5 Å. When the contact between amino acids and
332 lipid molecules is addressed, the center of mass of DMPC
333 molecules is used, and the d0 distance is 4.5 Å.
334 The S(CH) order parameter is the average of the second-
335 rank projection of the chosen C−H bond over the axis of
336 preferred orientation of lipid molecules

θ= ⟨ − ⟩S
1
2

3 cos 12

337 (2)

338 where θ is the angle between the C−H bond and the z bilayer
339 axis, as in the liquid crystal phase.
340 Elastic Moduli. Elastic moduli of the lipid bilayer were
341 calculated by fitting suitable ensemble averages with the
342 following equations75

⟨| ̂ | ⟩ =

⟨| ̂ | ⟩ =
+

⊥

Θ

n
k T
K q

n
k T

K K q

q

q

2 B

c
2

2 B

tw
2

343(3)

344where Kc, KΘ, Ktw are bending, tilt, and twist elastic moduli,
345respectively, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and n̂q
346is the reciprocal space vector determined as summarized below
347(see also the Supporting Information of refs 75 and 76).
348The xy plane of the membrane is discretized to a square 8 ×
3498 grid. The orientation vector of lipid molecule j is nj

(α)(x, y, z)
350with α 1 or 2 for upper and lower layers, respectively. Each
351vector points from the midpoint between P and C2(glycerol)
352atoms to the midpoint between the terminal C atoms of the
353lipid tails. The orientation vectors are projected onto the xy
354plane and are mapped onto the 8 × 8 grid, providing n(α)(x, y).
355Fast Fourier transform is used to obtain nq

(α), where q is the
356reciprocal space index. From nq

(α) we obtain the quantity

̂ = [ − ]n n n
1
2q q q

(1) (2)

357(4)

358that is decomposed into longitudinal (n̂q
∥) and transverse (n̂q

⊥)
359components

̂ = [ · ̂ ]

̂ = [ × ̂ ]· ̂⊥

n
q

n

n
q

n z

q

q

1

1

q q

q q
360(5)

361Finally eq 3 is used to average according to the collected
362sampling of lipid molecules.

363■ RESULTS
364Addition of a Divalent Cation to the DMPC Bilayer.
365The affinity of Mg2+ for the DMPC bilayer was measured using
366the umbrella sampling method (see the Supporting Informa-
367tion, Figure S1). The free energy minimum was found at 17 Å
368from the bilayer center, thus corresponding to the average
369minimal distance between P atoms belonging to opposite
370layers (see below). The flatter shape of free energy around the
371minimum in the case of Na+ is due to the equivalent
372interactions of Na with phosphate and carbonyl groups of
373DMPC. These interactions allow a deeper penetration of Na
374into the bilayer than Mg. The binding free energy of Mg2+ was
375estimated as about four times that of Na+ and equal to
376approximately 2.0 and 0.5 kcal/mol, respectively. The range of
377negative values of the potential of mean force (PMF) is wide,
378indicating that the dragging of water molecules below the
379surface of the lipid membrane forms stable structures. This
380difference favors the binding of Mg to the DMPC surface
381compared to Na. This difference is opposite to what is
382expected on the basis of dehydration free energy that should
383favor Na compared to Mg, being the hydration free energy at
384300 K about five times more negative for Mg compared to
385Na.77 This effect is due to the strong electrostatic interactions
386formed by Mg when absorbed by phosphate groups, together
387with a significant drift of water molecules toward the bilayer
388center along with the cation’s penetration. Therefore,
389interactions with phosphate oxygen and with residual water
390molecules strongly compensate the loss of water molecules
391from the Mg first-coordination sphere when Mg is driven from
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392 the bulk water toward the bilayer center. The PMF plot
393 (Figure S1) shows that there is a significant energy barrier
394 hindering Na+ and Mg2+ ions to enter middle of the lipid
395 membrane, equal to approximately 6.5 and 7.5 kcal/mol,
396 respectively. The obtained barrier is smaller than the one
397 reported in other computational works, which is in the range of
398 15−24 kcal/mol for Na+. This may be caused by the use of
399 different lipid bilayer models, force-field parameters, and
400 sampling.78−80 The cited works show presence of shallow
401 minimum at distance of 14−18 Å from the bilayer center,
402 indicating possible binding affinity, similar to our results.
403 However, all these values, including experimental observations,
404 are subjected to rather large errors because of the used
405 methodologies and simplifications of models.80

406 All of the three CMD trajectories of Mg/DMPC display a
407 rapid approach of the divalent cation (Mg2+) from the bulk to
408 the initially closest layer. After 200 ns, the divalent cation is
409 trapped by phosphate groups of DMPC. Because the three
410 CMD trajectories are equivalent in several average properties
411 (like the RDF g, see the Methods section), the average over the
412 3 trajectories is analyzed in the following. We indicate the
413 cation-bound layer as layer 1 (L1) and the layer not affected by
414 the binding as layer 2 (L2). The difference between g

f1 415 calculated for L1 and L2 is displayed in Figure 1. The divalent

416 cation (black) is bound to the phosphate oxygen atoms, thus
417 displaying the coordination distance of 2.9 Å with respect to P
418 atoms. Including the second-shell P atoms (the peak at 3.5 Å),
419 the number of P atoms around the cation is 4. This
420 coordination affects the average distance between charged
421 groups within L1, as it is displayed by the P−P distances (red
422 line), respectively, within each layer L1 and L2. In contrast,
423 atoms farther than P from the perturbing cation are less
424 affected, as shown by the difference in N−P distance
425 distribution among the two layers (blue line).
426 The formation of a cluster of phosphate groups in L1
427 induces the release of the electrostatic interactions within the
428 head groups in each layer. Therefore, a consequence of
429 phosphate neutralization by Mg binding to L1 is a change in
430 the distribution of monovalent counterions at the interface of
431 the two different layers. This effect is emphasized by plotting
432 the difference in K−P RDF between the two layers and by
433 comparing this quantity with the same quantity computed in
434 the absence of the divalent cation (Figure S2 in the Supporting
435 Information). In panel A, it can be noticed that the distribution

436of K+ in the presence of Mg (black curves) is more asymmetric
437than with no Mg (red curves). The low symmetry of K−P
438distribution in the absence of Mg (red curves) is due to
439sampling limitations. Indeed, the presence of Mg on the L1
440layer displays a “hole” in K distribution where there is a little
441excess in the absence of Mg. Because of the change in
442interactions between K+ and P at short distance (the peaks at
443the left), there is also a decrease of bulk concentration within a
444distance of 1 nm from the P atoms. This change of the
445electrostatic properties between the two sides of the bilayer is
446equivalent to weak polarization of the membrane. This
447asymmetry is caused by the asymmetry in the P−P radial
448distribution (Figure S2B) that is due to the formation of the
449Mg−O(P) coordination.
450The asymmetry of the interactions between divalent cations
451added from one side of the bilayer is consistent with the
452experimental data reported for exogenous addition of Cu2+ and
453Zn2+ to bilayer models (POPC/POPS mixtures).53 The
454comparison between 2H and 31P ss-NMR spectra of POPC/
455POPS molecules shows that P atoms are strongly affected,
456while the molecular tails in the hydrophobic region of the
457bilayer are almost unaffected. The addition of Cu2+ to these
458membranes induces the formation of smaller vesicles, thus
459showing a dramatic effect of this ion on the bilayer stability.
460The effect of the divalent cation on the elastic property of
461 t2DMPC is also significant. In Table 2, we report the elastic
462constants determined by the different simulations, with
463averages of eq 3 (see the Methods section) computed over
464all the acquired trajectories (see Table 1).

465The values are in the range of those found in DPPC
466atomistic simulations,75 although the conditions (temperature,
467force-field, etc.) are different. The bending constant (Kc) of
468pure DMPC is smaller than that in all the other cases, where
469the DMPC is perturbed by exogenous addition of species. This
470change shows that the addition of any species on one side of
471the bilayer increases the rigidity of curvature because of the
472change exerted more on one layer than on the opposite layer.
473On top of this effect, that is due to the asymmetry of the
474addition, the tilt modulus (Kθ) is significantly smaller for Mg/
475DMPC compared to the DMPC bilayer both unperturbed
476(DMPC) and with the peptide (Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/
477DMPC) floating over the bilayer surface. This additional
478information reveals that the formation of bridges between
479phosphate groups occurring in Mg/DMPC (see Figure 1)
480produces a cluster of 3−4 lipid molecules that changes the
481elasticity of DMPC. As described above (and also in detail
482below), the lipid molecules belonging to the cluster are more
483rigid and create a small hollow in the surface. Perturbation

Figure 1. Difference between RDF (g) computed in Mg/DMPC for
layer 1 (Mg-bound) and layer 2. Mg−P (black line); P−P (red line);
N−P (blue line). Left y-axis is for the black line, and right y-axis is for
red and blue lines.

Table 2. Elastic Moduli of the DMPC Bilayer with No
Addition (DMPC) and Interacting with, Respectively, a
Divalent Cation (Mg/DMPC), the Aβ Peptide (Aβ/DMPC),
and the Cu−Aβ Peptide (Cu−Aβ/DMPC)a

elastic moduli DMPC Mg/DMPC Aβ/DMPC Cu−Aβ/DMPC

Kc (10
−20 J) 7.859

(0.369)
14.568
(0.756)

13.316
(1.307)

15.210 (2.077)

Kθ
(10−20 J/nm2)

6.679
(0.191)

5.200
(0.200)

6.767
(0.241)

7.095 (0.200)

Ktw (10−20 J) 1.447
(0.010)

1.629
(0.006)

1.668
(0.061)

1.668 (0.042)

aAverage is computed over 10 windows of 20 ns each, during the last
200 ns of each CMD trajectory. Standard error is within parenthesis.
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484 exerted by Mg−phosphate interactions makes a little hollow
485 over the bilayer surface affected by Mg binding. This little
486 hollow can be observed looking at the configurations where

f2 487 Mg penetration is deep, like in Figure 2. This local
488 perturbation allows the molecules neighbor to the cluster to
489 more easily tilt with respect to the bilayer normal.

490 The effect of Mg addition to L1 does not significantly alter
491 other structural parameters of the bilayer at the same

t3 492 temperature (see Table 3). For instance, the bilayer thickness

493 and area per lipid compare well with the values measured by
494 diffraction studies for DMPC.81 Experiments report thickness
495 at T = 303 and 323 K of, respectively, 36.7 and 35.2 Å2, while
496 in our MD simulation, at 311 K, the thickness is 34.4 Å2. This
497 small difference may be due to the slightly different way used
498 to measure the thickness (see the Methods section and ref 81).
499 The experimental area per lipid is 59.9 and 63.3 Å2 at the same
500 two probed temperatures of 63.8 at 311 K, respectively.
501 Negligible effects are observed for the average roughness with
502 the Mg2+ addition (see Table 3), thus confirming that any
503 effect due to Mg/DMPC association is very localized in space.

504We measured the order parameter, probed by means of
505S(CH) (see the Methods section), for C−H bonds in the
506methylene groups in the acyl chains of the lipid molecules. The
507profile of S(CH) along the chain does not change upon
508addition of the divalent cation (see Figure S5 and related
509discussion in the Supporting Information). This, again, shows
510that the perturbation made by the divalent cation is limited to
511the lipid head groups.
512Exogenous Addition of the Aβ Peptide to the Bilayer.
513In the REMD Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC simulations,
514the DMPC bilayer is in the liquid crystal phase at all the
515probed temperatures, consistently with similar MD simulations
516reported in the literature.82 The temperature dependence of
517the area per lipid in Aβ/DMPC REMD simulation is displayed
518 f3in Figure 3, together with the available experimental results for

519DMPC,81 the result for CMD at T = 311 K for DMPC, and the
520average of 10 CMD trajectories at T = 303 K described below.
521The behavior for Cu−Aβ/DMPC is not graphically distinct
522from Aβ/DMPC and, therefore, it is not displayed. The REMD
523simulation is able to capture the increase of area per lipid (A)
524as T increases as well as the area per lipid at high T, but it is
525dominated by high-T lipid configurations that are often
526exchanged in REMD with low-T configurations. However,
527REMD can adequately probe the possibility of peptide
528penetration at the highest area per lipid accessible, both by
529experiments and simulations, in the liquid crystal phase of
530DMPC. Therefore, it is expected that for lower A, peptide
531penetration would be more difficult than at high T.
532In Figure S3 (see the Supporting Information), we display
533the RDF g for selected pairs to show the extent of penetration
534of N- and C-termini (respectively Nt and Ct) through the
535membrane surface (using P atoms in the pair) or toward the
536membrane center (using the terminal C atom in the two acyl
537chains of DMPC, Cf hereafter). The g function is measured at
538T = 311 K, that is, the physiological temperature of biological
539membranes. The REMD trajectory at 311 K shows that the
540propensity for Aβ and Cu−Aβ N-termini to interact with the
541membrane surface is limited to the head groups of the DMPC
542bilayer, the P atoms. The peaks in Figure S3A (black lines for
543Aβ/DMPC) represent the electrostatic interaction between the
544positively charged Nt group of Aβ with the negatively charged
545phosphate groups (see also the number of SBs discussed
546below). The peptide N-terminus (residues 1−16) contains
547most of the charged side chains and it is the peptide segment
548involved in metal ion binding. For this reason, the behavior of

Figure 2. Configuration of Mg/DMPC where the distance between
Mg (purple sphere) and the bilayer central plane is minimal along
with the CMD simulations 1−3. P atoms in DMPC are represented as
yellow spheres, and those within 3.5 Å from Mg are emphasized in
orange. The other DMPC molecules are represented as thin bonds.
Water and KCl are not displayed. Atomic radii are arbitrary. Panel (B)
is the same structure in (A) observed from the z axis and with only
lipid molecules in L1 displayed.

Table 3. Bilayer Structural Data Averaged over the Second
Half of All Trajectories (avg.) and Selected Trajectories
(traj./REMD)a

simulation
area per lipid

(Å2)
thickness

(Å)
roughness
L1 (Å)

roughness
L2 (Å)

DMPC 63.75(0.05) 34.4(0.2) 2.4(0.3) 2.5(0.4)
Mg/DMPC 63.75(0.05) 34.3(0.2) 2.5(0.4) 2.5(0.4)
Aβ/DMPC
(REMD)

64.5(0.1) 34.4(0.2) 2.5(0.3) 2.5(0.3)

Cu−Aβ/DMPC
(REMD)

64.4(0.1) 34.4(0.2) 2.5(0.3) 2.5(0.4)

Aβ/DMPC (avg.) 60.6(1.4) 35.6(0.6) 2.7(0.5) 2.7(0.5)
Cu−Aβ/DMPC
(avg.)

60.6(1.2) 35.6(0.6) 2.7(0.5) 2.7(0.5)

Aβ/DMPC
(traj. 1)

61.6(1.1) 35.5(0.5) 2.6(0.4) 2.6(0.4)

Aβ/DMPC
(traj. 5)

60.8(1.6) 35.4(0.7) 2.7(0.4) 2.7(0.5)

Cu−Aβ/DMPC
(traj. 8)

60.9(1.1) 35.6(0.5) 3.2(0.9) 3.3(0.9)

aRoot-mean square errors are within brackets.

Figure 3. Area per lipid (A) as a function of temperature (T): average
results for REMD simulation (black squares); experimental results at
303, 323, and 333 K (red squares81); average of 10 CMD simulations
for Aβ/DMPC at 303 K and DMPC at 311 K (blue squares).
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549 N- and C-termini is expected to be different when they are in
550 contact with a charged membrane. The approximate symmetry
551 of the g function measured for different layers in the bilayer
552 membrane (L1 and L2) shows that in both conditions, the N-
553 terminus of the peptide is floating above the membrane
554 surface, going back and forth from one layer to the other. The
555 lower symmetry of Aβ/DMPC (black lines) compared to Cu−
556 Aβ/DMPC (red lines) shows that even wide REMD sampling
557 is not fully adequate to capture the intrinsic symmetry of the
558 system when electrostatic interactions occur.
559 The Aβ peptide Nt atom approaches the P atoms at 3.5 Å,
560 while Cu in Cu−Aβ rarely reaches a distance lesser than 6.5 Å.
561 The Cu-binding to Aβ reduces the interactions between the N-
562 terminal region of the Aβ peptide and DMPC head groups,
563 producing a more symmetric g function among the two layers.
564 This effect is expected because the interaction with Cu spreads
565 the positive charge over the Cu-bound residues, while in the
566 charged N-terminus (when not bound to Cu) of the Aβ
567 peptide, the positive charge density is higher, and the
568 interactions with negatively charged groups at the bilayer
569 interface are more likely.
570 The peptide rarely penetrates the membrane bilayer, as
571 shown by the g function for pairs involving the Cf atoms (the
572 bottom of the acyl chains in lipid molecules, Figure S3C,D).
573 According to the bilayer structure (see the results reported
574 below), the average distance between P atoms and the center
575 of the bilayer is about 17 Å. Therefore, the Nt atom for Aβ/
576 DMPC (black lines in panel C) and the Ct atom in Cu−Aβ/
577 DMPC (red lines in panel D) significantly approach the bilayer
578 center, showing deep penetration in rare configurations in the
579 trajectory. Noticeably, when Cu is bound to the peptide (red
580 lines), penetration occurs from the C-terminus, while when Cu
581 is absent, the N-terminus is allowed to move from the surface
582 (P atoms) toward the bilayer center. The representation of this
583 change in penetration is better understood, examining the few
584 snapshots contributing to g at short distances in, respectively,
585 Cf−Nt (Aβ/DMPC, Figure S3C) and Cf−Ct (Cu−Aβ/

f4 586 DMPC, Figure S3D). In Figure 4 we display, left and right
587 panels, one of such configurations for, respectively, each of the
588 two systems. It can be observed that a common feature of the
589 peptide structure in these configurations is the breaking of
590 cross-talk between the N- and C-termini. This cross-talk is
591 always present when the peptides (both Aβ and Cu−Aβ) are in
592 water solution, and it is often maintained when the peptide
593 interacts with the membrane surface. The interplay between

594the release of intrapeptide interactions and penetration into the
595bilayer is discussed in more detail below.
596The number of intramolecular SBs within the peptide
597 t4(Table 4) is consistent with the data reported for the

598simulation of the same peptides in water (last columns). For
599Aβ/DMPC, SB is similar to the value in water, with N(Asp 1)
600providing a contribution of approximately 1 in both cases. This
601shows that despite the few interactions between the N
602terminus and the phosphate groups of DMPC, the intra-
603molecular SB involving N(Asp 1) in the peptide is not
604statistically broken, and the monomeric peptide keeps the
605network of intramolecular SBs almost intact. This result is
606consistent with the rare events of membrane penetration
607observed in REMD at T = 311 K. Also, in Cu−Aβ/DMPC, SB
608does not change with respect to the value in water. These data
609show that the N-terminus of Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42) is
610bent toward the peptide by, respectively, intramolecular SBs
611and covalent bonds involving Cu. Thus, N-terminus is rarely
612released by the peptide cross-talk to form new interactions
613with the DMPC phosphate groups.
614The bilayer structure (Table 3) shows only moderate
615propensity for larger thermal fluctuations, induced by the
616perturbation due to weak interactions with the peptide, and a
617small increase in thickness.
618Because of the extended conformational sampling in REMD,
619in both cases, the peptide N-terminus moves back and forth

Figure 4. Configurations of Aβ/DMPC (left) and Cu−Aβ/DMPC (right) displaying the deepest penetration into the lipid bilayer in REMD
simulations. The configurations are those where the distance between any peptide atom and any of the bilayer Cf atoms (the terminal methyl group
of acyl DMPC side chains) is minimal along with the trajectory at T = 311 K. The peptide is represented as bonds (N-terminal residues 1−16 in
black, C-terminal residues 17−42 in red), Cu as a purple sphere. P atoms in DMPC are represented as yellow spheres. The other DMPC molecules
are represented as thin bonds. Water and KCl are not displayed. Atomic and bond radii are arbitrary.

Table 4. Structural Data Averaged over the Second Half of
All Trajectories (avg.) and Selected Trajectories (traj./
REMD)a

simulation
SASA
(nm2) SB β (%)

Helix
(%)

Rg
(nm)

Aβ/DMPC (avg.) 33(3) 2.7(1.1) 7.9 11.1 1.1
Cu−Aβ/DMPC (avg.) 35(2) 2.9(1.1) 6.2 11.2 1.1
Aβ/DMPC (REMD) 35(3) 2.5(1.2) 9 12 1.1
Cu−Aβ/DMPC
(REMD)

38(3) 2.2(1.0) 8 7 1.3

Aβ/DMPC (traj. 1) 39(2) 3.0(0.9) 0.0 15.1 1.3
Aβ/DMPC (traj. 5) 30(1) 3.1(0.8) 2.8 1.9 1.0
Cu−Aβ/DMPC
(traj. 8)

33(2) 3.2(0.6) 0.1 20.0 1.0

Aβ 32(2) 2.8(1.0) 10.0 4.2 1.0
Cu−Aβ 36(2) 2.8(1.3) 0.6 1.2 1.1
aSee the Methods section for definitions. Root-mean-square errors are
within brackets.
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620 between the two layers because of the usual periodic boundary
621 conditions used in simulations. As a consequence of the weak
622 interactions between the peptide and the DMPC bilayer, the
623 distributions of K−P and P−P distances are approximately
624 symmetric among the two layers and almost identical to those
625 of pure DMPC (data not shown here). The peptide does not
626 change the distribution of monovalent ions.
627 The S(CH)-order parameter is not sensitive to the presence
628 of the peptide, irrespective of the Cu-binding to the peptide.
629 This, again, shows that the interactions of the peptide are
630 limited to the lipid head groups and do not affect the
631 hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer.
632 In order to extract more information about possible specific
633 interactions favoring asymmetry in structural and electrostatic
634 properties among the two layers, in the following, we compare
635 10 separated long (1 μs) CMD simulations performed for both
636 the Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC models.
637 Comparing Different Peptide/DMPC Associations. In
638 this section, the NPT-ensemble MD simulations (that we
639 indicate as CMD) of Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC are
640 described. Because the sampling in CMD is more limited than
641 in REMD, the different trajectories allow a comparison
642 between different kinds of Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC
643 association.

f5 644 In Figure 5, in order to describe the type of association, the
645 distance along the z axis between the bilayer center and the
646 closest atom of the peptide is displayed as a function of time
647 for all trajectories. Among 10 1 μs-long trajectories acquired
648 for each of the two species, Aβ/DMPC (panel A) and Cu−
649 Aβ/DMPC (panel B), respectively, we observe the rapid
650 incorporation of the peptide into the bilayer in one trajectory
651 only, trajectory 1 of Aβ/DMPC. As for Aβ/DMPC, we observe
652 partial incorporation after 600 ns for trajectory 5, while for
653 Cu−Aβ/DMPC, moderate bilayer penetration is observed for
654 trajectory 8. These data show that in most of the cases, the
655 peptide interacts with head groups (around P atoms). On
656 average, the distance between Cu and the center of the
657 membrane is 42.0 ± 10.6 Å for Cu−Aβ/DMPC compared to
658 15.3 ± 2.4 Å for Mg in Mg/DMPC. In all simulations, the
659 bilayer thickness is about 34 Å (see Table 3 and discussion
660 below); thus, the average distance between P atoms and the
661 central plane of the bilayers is never below 17 Å. The approach
662 of Mg towards the bilayer central plane does not significantly
663 drift, on average, the P atoms towards the center of the bilayer,
664 because the density of P atoms projected along the z axis does
665 not change (data not shown here). However, as described
666 above, the perturbation makes a little hollow over the bilayer

667surface affected by Mg binding (see Figure 2 and discussion
668above).
669These observations are consistent with the experimental data
670reported for exogenous addition of Aβ(1−42) to bilayer
671models (POPC/POPS mixtures).53 Comparing 2H and 31P
672solid-state NMR of Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42), a clear
673indication of the confinement of peptides around the head
674groups is shown. Peptide incorporation during the bilayer
675preparation, on the other hand, has more severe impact on
676NMR data and bilayer stability, irrespective of Cu addition.
677Effect of Peptide Addition to the DMPC Bilayer
678Structure. The area per lipid as a function of temperature
679measured by REMD simulation (see above) and consistent
680with experimental data81 shows that the area per lipid increases
681with temperature. Therefore, most of the changes displayed in
682Table 3 are due to the lower T used in the CMD simulations of
683Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC (T = 303 K) compared to
684DMPC and Mg/DMPC (T = 311 K). The choice of T = 303 K
685is to compare these results to CMD simulations of Aβ(1−42)
686and Cu−Aβ(1−42) in the absence of DMPC.52 Despite the
687more significant effect of peptide/DMPC interactions in the 10
688separated CMD than in REMD, the changes in the bilayer
689structural parameters (Table 3) are consistent with the
690experimental data53 that show a small structural effect for the
691bilayer, when addition of both Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42)
692to the POPC/POPS bilayer is exogenous. On the other hand,
693the peptide incorporation has a more significant effect on the
694structure of DMPC head groups, as it discussed in the next
695subsections. As for bilayer thickness, in our simulations, we
696observe a few incorporated samples, but in all cases where
697peptide incorporation occurs, the thickness of the bilayer is not
698dramatically affected, compared to the case where the peptide
699is confined at the membrane surface. The change in area per
700lipid is, on the other hand, more significant for trajectory 1
701(61.6 Å2) compared to the average (60.6). This shows that
702peptide digs a little hollow, separating the lipid molecules one
703from each other, with no wide changes in the bilayer structure,
704like those emerging from the displacement of a lipid head
705group from the layer to the solvent.
706The order parameters of hydrophobic DMPC chains (data
707not shown here) show a negligible effect of both Aβ and Cu−
708Aβ exogenous addition to DMPC. This is an expected effect
709because the penetration of the peptide into the bilayer is small
710(see Figure 5B).
711Effect of Peptide Addition to DMPC on Electrostatic
712Properties. We extend the measure of the effects of
713interactions between the peptide and the DMPC head groups
714on the distribution of monovalent ions (K+) on the two layers.

Figure 5. Penetration of Aβ(1−42) (left, Aβ/DMPC) and Cu−Aβ(1−42) (right, Cu−Aβ/DMPC) into the lipid bilayer. The y axis is the z
coordinate of the lowest atom (minimal z) of the peptide. The horizontal line at y = 0 indicates the center of geometry of the bilayer which is the
average of z coordinates of all DMPC’s atoms. The horizontal line at 17.7 Å shows the average position of all P atoms.
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715 Again, to better understand these effects, we analyze the
716 different CMD trajectories. In Figure S4 (see the Supporting
717 Information), we compare the RDF for pairs involving P atoms
718 in DMPC and atoms in the N-terminus of the peptide, N(Asp
719 1) and Cu in, respectively, Aβ/DMPC and Cu−Aβ/DMPC.
720 For instance, comparing trajectories 1 and 2 for Aβ/DMPC
721 and Cu−Aβ/DMPC, we notice that the more symmetric is the
722 interaction between the peptide among the two layers (left
723 panels), the more symmetric is the distribution of K+ (right
724 panels). It is also interesting to notice that the strong
725 interaction of trajectory 1 for Aβ/DMPC (see above) produces
726 polarization of K+ that is opposite to that produced by Mg2+

727 (Figure S2A, black curve).
728 Effect of Cu and DMPC on the Peptide Structure.
729 Circular dichroism (CD) provides important experimental
730 information about the change of the structure of Aβ(1−42)
731 and Cu−Aβ(1−42) when the peptides are added to the
732 preformed bilayer.53 When these experiments are performed at
733 low peptide concentration (by using synchrotron radiation
734 sources), aggregation phenomena are minimized during the
735 measurements. These experiments show that the change of the
736 structure of the peptide is minimal, both without and with Cu,
737 when peptides are added to the bilayer. A more significant
738 change occurs when peptides are incorporated during bilayer
739 formation and, in the latter case, the addition of Cu is also

f6 740 affecting structural modification. In Figure 6 we report the
741 average secondary structure of the peptide, both without
742 DMPC (top, data from ref 52) and with DMPC (bottom, this
743 work). The data show that the effect of DMPC association on
744 the peptide is, on average, small: there is only a significant
745 increase in population of helical regions together with a
746 spreading of the β-sheet content among residues. We notice
747 that simulations with no membrane have been performed with
748 a different force-field (AMBER FF99SB).
749 In Table 4, we compare structural parameters averaged over
750 10 trajectories, with those obtained for some selected
751 trajectories, the latter showing the largest extent of association
752 with DMPC. As for those trajectories that are more strongly
753 interacting with the bilayer (especially trajectories 1 of Aβ/

754DMPC and 8 of Cu−Aβ/DMPC), the helical content is
755significantly increased. This is an expected result because it is
756well known that the incorporation of Aβ(1−40) into vesicles
757produces α-helical motifs in the peptide.83 It must be noticed
758that when the peptide is embedded into the bilayer (Aβ/
759DMPC, traj. 1), there is an expansion of the peptide, while the
760association with the bilayer surface (Aβ/DMPC, traj. 5, Cu−
761Aβ/DMPC, traj. 8) induces significant compaction. The size
762and secondary structure of the peptide is, therefore,
763significantly modulated by the type of association when the
764latter occurs: electrostatic (strong interaction with bilayer
765surface) versus hydrophobic (penetration into the bilayer).
766The penetration of the peptide into the membrane increases,
767as expected, the helix content. The maximal percentage of helix
768is displayed by the trajectories where the penetration is deeper:
769trajectory 1 for Aβ/DMPC and trajectory 8 for Cu−Aβ/
770DMPC, 15 and 20%, respectively (Table 4). This percentage is
771lower than that reported for Aβ(1−42) in micelles on the basis
772of CD and NMR experiments in SDS84 and in helix-inducing
773solvents.85 The difference can be due to the partial
774achievement of peptide penetration in our simulation, where
775an exogenous addition is performed, compared to fully
776embedded Aβ(1−42) in micelles, where the assembly is
777prepared starting with the components. Another possibility,
778which we cannot verify in this work, is limitations of force-field
779and sampling. It is known that conformational changes within
780the lipid bilayer require long simulation timescales, and only
781electrostatic interactions with the charged group of the
782membrane can abruptly affect the Aβ(1−42) structure.15
783The number of intramolecular SBs is, on average, over the
78410 trajectories, not altered in the presence of DMPC with
785respect to the case of water solution (Table 4). The SB
786quantity increases when the association of the peptide with
787DMPC is more significant (trajectories 1 and 5 for Aβ/DMPC,
788trajectory 8 for Cu−Aβ/DMPC). The number of contacts
789between positively charged groups in Aβ (see the Methods
790section) and P atoms, does not increase substantially, being
791always around 0.2, independently from the chosen trajectory
792(data not shown in tables). The number of contacts between

Figure 6. Secondary structure (see the Methods section for definition) as a function of residue in Aβ. Top: (A) Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42) (B)
without DMPC.52 Bottom: secondary structure averaged over 10 trajectories, Aβ(1−42)/DMPC (C) and Cu−Aβ(1−42)/DMPC (D).
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793 negatively charged groups in the peptide and the ammonium
794 group in DMPC is always negligible because of the steric effect
795 of methyl groups attached to the N atom. These data indicate
796 that the extent of association between the peptide and
797 membrane is independent from the electrostatic interactions
798 between charged groups in the peptide and those with
799 opposite charge at the membrane surface. The charged head
800 groups in the membrane are, on average, not sufficient to
801 divert charged groups in the peptide from pre-existent SBs.
802 Further illustration of the type of interactions occurring in
803 the peptide/DMPC association can be obtained by examining
804 and comparing the final configurations of trajectories
805 characterized by a different behavior. We limit this comparison,

f7 806 reported in Figure 7, to Aβ/DMPC because the difference with
807 Cu−Aβ/DMPC is, in this respect, marginal. The final
808 configuration in trajectory 2 (top) represents a typical weak
809 interaction between an almost-unperturbed Aβ peptide and the
810 surface of DMPC. Trajectory 5 (middle) ends with
811 configurations significantly penetrating the membrane bilayer
812 but with interactions almost confined to the surface. Finally, in
813 trajectory 1, the peptide rapidly achieves the penetration of the
814 bilayer from the side of its C-terminus (bottom). In the latter
815 conditions, it can be noticed that the region of Aβ crossing the
816 layer surface is small, separating the N-terminus (above the
817 surface) and the C-terminus (below the surface). This
818 configuration, again, represents the requirement of removing
819 the cross-talk between the N-terminus and the C-terminus
820 (exerted by the bending of N-terminus towards the C-
821 terminus) before a deeper penetration of the peptide into the
822 membrane from the side of the C-terminus. This configuration
823 is similar to that obtained by REMD of Cu−Aβ/DMPC,
824 displaying the deepest penetration into the bilayer (Figure 4B),
825 with the main difference that the N-terminus is not partially
826 neutralized by Cu binding.
827 Further comparison between statistical properties in the
828 three different simulations represented with the snapshots
829 described above confirms the description of the force that is
830 exerted by the DMPC bilayer when the peptide is

f8 831 incorporated. In the left panels of Figure 8, the probability
832 of inter-residue contacts (see the Methods section) is displayed
833 for trajectories 2 (top), 5 (middle), and 1 (bottom panels). In
834 the first case, there are almost no interactions between Aβ(1−
835 42) and DMPC because the number of Aβ/DMPC contacts is
836 5. In trajectory 5, significant interactions of Aβ(1−42) with the
837 bilayer surface are revealed by an increase in the number of
838 Aβ/DMPC contacts to 13. Finally, in trajectory 1, the deepest
839 penetration of the peptide into the bilayer occurs, and the
840 number of contacts increases to 49. Again, trajectory 2 (top
841 panel) displays a typical behavior for an unperturbed Aβ(1−
842 42) peptide, where a weak cross-talk between many residues is
843 allowed by the structural disorder of the peptide. As already
844 observed for the monomeric Aβ(1−42) peptide in water
845 solution, contacts are distributed among two domains, one N-
846 terminal and one C-terminal, as it is shown by the low
847 probability of contacts in the range of residues 20−26. In the
848 case of interactions confined to the DMPC bilayer surface
849 (trajectory 5, middle panel), we observe a conformational
850 freezing, displayed by an increase, with respect to the free
851 peptide, of highly populated contacts between residues far in
852 the sequence. Some of them involve Glu 22, Asp 23, and Lys
853 28, with these charged side chains interacting mostly with the
854 N-terminus and not between themselves. In the case of a
855 peptide that is more significantly embedded into the bilayer

856(trajectory 1, bottom panel), one notices the disappearance of
857contacts within residues in the C-terminus and the extension of
858the N-terminal domain up to Lys 28, with the void observed
859for trajectory 2 (top) almost filled. This change in cross-talk is
860induced by the formation of contacts between the C-terminus
861and DMPC. In the right panels of the same figure, we display
862the mass density for different atomic sets in Aβ(1−42). S1 is
863the N-terminus, S4 the C-terminus, while S2 is the hydro-
864phobic segment, and S3 contains the charged residues involved
865in one of the intramolecular SBs. When the peptide is out from
866the bilayer (trajectory 2, top-right panel), only the N-terminus
867(S1) is approaching the bilayer surface. The analysis of the
868trajectories not displaying penetration into the bilayer (all
869trajectories except 1 and 5, data not shown here) shows that

Figure 7. Final configurations of Aβ/DMPC in trajectories 2 (top), 5
(middle), and 1 (bottom). Residues 1−16 are in black (segment S1 in
Figure 8), 17−21 in gray (S2), 22−28 in red (S3), and 29−42 in
(S4). The peptide is represented as bond sticks. P atoms in DMPC
are represented as yellow spheres. The other DMPC atoms are
represented as lines. Water molecules and ions are not displayed.
Bond and atomic radii are arbitrary.
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870 there is no preference among the different segments for weak
871 interactions with the bilayer surface. When a more significant
872 interaction with the bilayer surface occurs (trajectory 5,
873 middle-right panel), the hydrophobic segment S2 is projected
874 toward the bilayer because of stronger interactions among S3
875 and S1 (as shown in the middle-left panel). When the
876 penetration is deeper (trajectory 1, bottom-right panel), the S4
877 segment overtakes the layer of P atoms, with the latter
878 interacting with S3. Interestingly, in these conditions, the S2
879 segment is projected toward the water layer, thus allowing
880 interactions with other monomers nearby, especially if pre-
881 organized as in trajectory 5 (middle panel).
882 As for Cu−Aβ/DMPC, 9 of 10 trajectories display the
883 behavior of Aβ/DMPC in trajectory 2, while only trajectory 8
884 displays a pattern similar to trajectory 5 in Aβ/DMPC.
885 The observations related to contacts, both defined as specific
886 SBs and generic inter-residue contacts, represent the process of
887 changing the cross-talk between domains that are polymorphic
888 in the free Aβ(1−42) peptide. The interactions with the
889 charges on the surface of the membrane bilayer select

890configurations that have low population in the DMPC-
891unbound state, thus indicating a free energy barrier in the
892process of peptide penetration through the bilayer surface. The
893observation that peptide embedding into the membrane is a
894rare event (1 trajectory over 10) shows that the structural
895changes accompanying penetration are hindered by the
896polymorphism that characterizes the monomeric Aβ(1−42)
897peptide. The Cu binding to Aβ(1−40) enhances the spread of
898configurations over polymorphic states in the monomeric
899state,61 thus providing possible entropic explanation to the
900question why Cu binding reduces the penetration of
901monomers through the charged DMPC surface.
902Again, we remind that this analysis is limited to peptide
903monomers.

904■ DISCUSSION
905In previous works, we analyzed in detail the effect of Cu-
906binding on the properties of Aβ(1−42) peptide, both in
907monomeric and dimeric states. Simulations of Cu-bound
908monomers and dimers show that Cu-binding hinders the

Figure 8. Probability, for Aβ/DMPC, of inter-residue contacts (left panels, see the Methods section for details) and density of mass for different
atomic sets as a function of the coordinate z along the bilayer normal (right panels): trajectory 2 (top); trajectory 5 (middle); trajectory 1
(bottom). S1 are residues 1−16, S2 17−21, S3 22−28, S4 29−42. The density of each component is divided by the number of atoms in each
atomic set.
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909 formation of larger oligomers and amorphous aggregates, and
910 the latter is the final stable form of Cu−Aβ(1−42) in water
911 solution.86−88 One major result of our simplified models for
912 monomers in water is that the interactions between the peptide
913 charged side chains and the water solvent are enhanced by the
914 dominant coordination mode of Cu observed in electron
915 paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. This observation is
916 consistent with the longer lifetime observed for Cu−Aβ(1−42)
917 monomers compared to Aβ(1−42) monomers, when the Cu/
918 Aβ ratio is 1:1, that is, when all peptides are bound to Cu.87

919 According to models of Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42)
920 nucleation kinetics, Cu binding, together with Zn-binding,
921 promotes Aβ aggregation into amorphous particles, rather than
922 fibrils, because of the longer latency of soluble monomers and
923 oligomers bound to metal ions.87

924 Therefore, by adding Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42)
925 monomers to DMPC, that is, a lipid bilayer with charged
926 head groups, the difference in organization of the charged side
927 chains is potentially important.
928 Our models of monomeric Aβ(1−42) and Cu−Aβ(1−42)
929 in contact with the DMPC bilayer confirm the experimental
930 information that the exogenous addition to DMPC of these
931 peptides reveals peptide/membrane interactions that are
932 confined to the charged head groups of the bilayer. The
933 interactions between the peptide and the membrane are
934 concentrated in the head groups also in the few exceptions
935 where the peptides are significantly embedded into the
936 membrane bilayer. The exogenous addition of the peptide to
937 the membrane bilayer does not alter significantly the bilayer
938 structure when free divalent cations are either absent or bound
939 to the peptide. As for the Aβ(1−42) peptide, this fact has been
940 already observed experimentally by means of spectroscopy and
941 diffraction studies.89 Consistently, dramatic changes of
942 peptide/membrane interactions are observed at conditions
943 where the peptide is truncated to be more hydrophobic
944 [Aβ(25−35)] or forms fibril assemblies.89,90

945 The picture of Aβ monomers floating over the membrane
946 surface is consistent with other observations reported in the
947 literature. A recent FRET experimental work4 describes the
948 strong interactions among growing fibrils and the DOPC
949 membrane, modelled as a lipid vesicle. The same study
950 confirms that monomers do not directly bind the lipid bilayer,
951 as already observed in previous studies.
952 As for the impact on oligomer formation, our results point
953 out the possible role of charged groups of the bilayer in
954 organizing monomers into oligomers. Indeed, several simu-
955 lations showed that a strong association between Aβ and
956 zwitterionic and charged membranes occurs starting from
957 tetrameric Aβ assemblies.15 Because it is known that the lag-
958 time of monomers associated to Cu is larger than that of Cu-
959 free Aβ when in the water solvent,87 it is not surprising that the
960 DMPC association with Aβ(1−42) in the absence of divalent
961 cations does not decrease the chance of intermonomer
962 contacts compared to the water solution. The bilayer−water
963 interface, when the bilayer has charged groups on the surface,
964 exerts mild attraction for Aβ(1−42), thus decreasing the
965 freedom of monomers by reducing the space dimensionality.
966 Conversely, at the oligomeric level, the bilayer surface can
967 assist the formation of larger oligomers and protofibrils. This
968 type of association has been observed in models of preformed
969 protofibrils interacting with lipid bilayers.14

970 We notice here that in ss-NMR experiments, the effect of the
971 addition of free Cu2+ and Zn2+ ions on the membrane

972properties is more dramatic than in the presence of the Aβ
973peptide.53 Similar strong effects have been observed both
974experimentally and computationally for free Ca2+ ions,41−43

975and Mg and Cu divalent cations are even smaller than Ca2+ in
976size. For the first time, we show in this study that the Aβ-
977bound Cu2+ ion does not exert strong perturbation on the
978membrane exerted by a free divalent ion. Indeed, the effect of
979the Cu−Aβ monomer on the membrane is weaker than that of
980the more charged Aβ peptide.
981Therefore, the formation of the Cu−Aβ complex before
982eventual incorporation into the membrane and before an
983increase in peptide concentration appears as protection against
984membrane destabilization and oxidation. This hypothesis is
985confirmed using the NMR experiments performed with the
986Aβ(25−35) peptide, both without and with Cu.54,89 Because
987the N-truncated peptide does not bind Cu, the addition of Cu
988to the system has an effect on the bilayer that is similar to that
989of free Cu.

990■ CONCLUSIONS
991We perturbed an atomistic model of the DMPC bilayer,
992representing a very crude approximation of a portion of a
993common cellular membrane, with a single divalent cation
994(Mg2+) and with Cu-free and Cu-loaded amyloid-β peptides of
99542 amino acid residues in the monomeric form.
996All the data reported in our simulations represent important
997structural and electrostatic changes of the bilayer when a single
998divalent cation interacts with the phosphate groups of DMPC.
999On the other hand, the presence of the peptide represents a
1000floating molecule mildly interacting with the bilayer surface
1001and well suited to sequester divalent cations, in this case, Cu2+.
1002The model clearly depicts the possible protective role of the
1003amyloid-β(1−42) peptide in avoiding interactions between
1004Cu2+ and the membrane.
1005The model has many limitations. Beyond the limitations in
1006the size and number of components, that are common to
1007applications of atomistic models, there is the lack of working
1008approximations to interactions between an ion like Cu2+, with
1009available 3d orbitals, and molecules providing a plethora of
1010possible ligand atoms, like phosphate, carboxylate, imidazole,
1011and carbonyl groups, not to mention deprotonated amide
1012backbone nitrogen that are known to bind Cu2+ at
1013physiological pH. There have been applications of modified
1014nonbonding models for Cu2+ and Zn2+ cations that maintain
1015pre-organized binding sites91 but are limited in describing the
1016exchange of cations between imidazole and carboxylate side
1017chains. These limitations will be eventually removed using
1018polarizable and reactive force-fields that are not yet available.
1019The investigation of events occurring when the concen-
1020tration of the peptide increases are the future perspective of
1021this study. However, the type of weak interactions of the
1022peptide with DMPC shows that modulation of interpeptide
1023electrostatic interactions are likely changing the picture
1024describing the behavior of monomers, where intramolecular
1025SBs are found to be particularly stable. The assembly of several
1026monomers into oligomers, especially when loaded with Cu2+, is
1027likely affecting the surface of the bilayer. Then, as expected, the
1028increase in concentration of Cu−Aβ(1−42) close to a
1029biological membrane becomes a possible crucial event
1030destabilizing the neuron membrane. The increase in the
1031turnover of Cu−Aβ monomers or dimers, possibly because of
1032self-oxidation (the latter enhanced in dimers), can also
1033contribute to membrane protection.
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